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Fall
Membership
Meeting
MEMBERSHIP MEETING
I would like to invite you all to the
Annual Fall Membership Meeting
for the Fulton Heights Neighborhood
Association on Thursday, November
15th. Last year’s Taco Night and
Dessert War was such a hit that we
are going to do it again! The FHNA
will provide beef tacos, a veggie
alternative, and salad for all to enjoy.
If you would like to bring a dessert,

they will be sampled by a judge (I,
of course, am angling for the job)
and the winner will receive a prize.
The Board would like to continue
our support of charities, so we are
hosting a “Hands and Feet Drive”
at the meeting for Guiding Light
Mission and Grand Rapids HQ.
Please consider bringing a package of
new socks (any size or gender) or new
or gently used gloves and mittens.
Someone from the Michigan
Street Corridor Project will be
speaking at the meeting to give
us an update, as well as talk about
the new crosswalk.
Our local
GRPD
representative,
Officer
Glowney, is scheduled to come too.
The Board wants to encourage
more neighborhood unity and we

thought it would be nice to have a
Luminary Night. It always looks
so nice when several houses on a
street put them out… it would really
be spectacular if the majority of
the neighborhood would do it all
together! We haven’t worked out all
the details yet, but wanted to gauge
support for such an activity and get
your input.
So come to the Fall Membership
Meeting for food and fellowship
with neighbors, as well as some
good information. If you wish to,
bring socks and gloves to support
charity or maybe a dessert so we all
have lots of yummy things to try!

- Sam Warber,
FHNA President

IMPORTANT NEIGHBORHOOD DATES
NOVEMBER 1 - EVEN/ODD PARKING BEGINS
NOVEMBER 6 - STATE GENERAL ELECTION

NOVEMBER 15 - FHNA NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING
NOVEMBER 17 - SANTA PARADE
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FULTON HEIGHTS
NEIGHBORHOOD
ASSOCIATION
MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to sustain a welcoming
neighborhood that fosters interaction
and communication among residents.
We advocate for the neighborhood and
keep residents informed.
In order to fulfill this mission, the
Association does the following:
• Represent the neighborhood in civic
matters
• Provide forums for communication
• Support local business
• Host events to foster social
interaction within the neighborhood
• Facilitate appropriate charitable
projects

BLOCK #

STREET

BLOCK CAPTAIN (House Number)

4 - 165

Alten

Open

213 - 354

Alten

Sherry & Mark Gotshall

616-901-0133

15 - 142

Arthur

Joel Swierenga (59)

616-856-6359

37 - 133

Auburn

Arielle Leipham Ellis (52)

616-516-4764

13 - 165

Baynton

Josh O’Berski (115)

616-610-9241

160 - 355

Baynton

Fred Stella (234)

616-454-5960

16 - 143

Benjamin

Dustin Will & Jessica Dawson-Will
(102)

616-485-4379

East Terrace

Fred Dryg (1573)

616-295-0262

• Coordinate activities that benefit the
neighbors
40 - 400

Fuller

5 - 167

Holmdene

Samantha Lee (154)

231-343-5648

168 - 354

Holmdene

Kyle & Rachael Roseman (224)

616-498-0569

16 - 105

Lawndale

214 - 337

Lawndale

13 - 163

Lowell

13 - 163

Mayfield

212 - 348

Mayfield

Vacant, Vice President

5 - 233

Plymouth

Al Couch (55)

616-454-3676

Kevin Kelling, Interim Treasurer

8 - 163

Wallinwood

Woody Woodruff (61)

616-454-4085

Diane Velzen, Director

212 - 348

Wallinwood

Dan Monselise (235)

917-295-2308

• Promote safety awareness and
communication through the Block
Captain Program
• Manage and maintain the FHNA
Hillcrest Community Garden

FHNA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Sam Warber, President,
Interim Secretary

Kayla Domeyer, Director
Don Wheeler, Director,
Block Captain Coordinator
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Open

Open
Gwen Howey (309)

616-774-3249

Open
Kim Koonmen (135)

616-460-9728

Open

BLOCK CAPTAINS & NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH
If you are interested in serving as a Block Captain for one of the
“Open” blocks, please contact Don at donwheeler89@icloud.com
or 616-459-4393.

P.O. BOX 1590 GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501
FULTONHEIGHTS.ORG
FHNA@FULTONHEIGHTS.ORG
NEWSLETTER CIRCULATION: 815
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BETTER MEMBERSHIP
WITH ONLINE
RESOURCES
ARIELLE LEIPHAM ELLIS

dues! If you still prefer to pay via
check or cash, you may continue to
do so. Checks can be made payable
to ‘FHNA’ and mailed to PO Box
1590, Grand Rapids, MI 49501.

Digital Payments:
Fulton
Heights
Neighborhood
Association is now accepting digital
payment! You’ll be able to pay on
the website, www.fultonheights.
org, using PayPal. You do not
need a PayPal account, you can
simply enter in your credit card
information, choose an option from
the dropdown menu that best fits
your membership (ie, ‘Student/
Single/Senior’ or ‘Family’) and pay.
It will now subscribe you on a yearly
basis, so no need to remember to pay

Volunteering:
In addition to online payment, you
can now fill out a digital form to
express your specific interests in
volunteering on the website (www.
fultonheights.org). On the righthand
side of the website, click on the blue
button labeled “Volunteer for an
Event”. Examples of volunteering
include: cooking for meetings,
walking around the neighborhood
to drop off newsletters, setting up
for neighborhood events, taking
payment at annual events like

dumpster days, neighborhood garden
cleanup, picnics, and the spring and
fall neighborhood meetings, and
more! We have a variety of activities
and commitment levels for people of
all ages, ability, and interest—reach
out today, join in community with
neighbors, and most importantly:
have fun!

Become
a Member!
Fill out the FHNA
membership form on
page 11 to become an
FHNA member.

Visit us on fultonheights.org!

Search Fulton Heights
on Facebook!
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THE WAY WE WERE

on Auburn. Over 40 years of block
parties have been held on Auburn!

The Fulton Heights neighbors and
former neighbors gathered a second
time at Mayfair Church on Friday,
10/5/18 for a time of stories of life
in Fulton Heights. Let me share
a few snippets of the stories told.

Marvin remembers hearing the steam
engine chugging up from downtown
every day at 8:15 but running out
of steam (literally and figuratively).
Next, he’d hear the diesel engine
come up behind and help push the
steam engine the rest of the way.

KEVIN KELLING

Phillip grew up on down the hill on
Baynton Street. He said that there
was nothing between Baynton and
Fuller and from Baynton to Wallinwood – it was all wilderness at that
time. Michigan Ave was the edge
of the city and that north of the rail
road tracks you could go hunting!
Phillip also told stories of sneaking
plums out of the orchard tended by
the nuns at Marywood. They were
normally able to run away when
they were noticed. One time, the
nuns caught Phillip and his friends!
Several nuns surrounded them,
closing all escape routes. After
getting a lecture from the good
sisters, (I would assume about the
evils of stealing) the nuns let them go
and gave them plums to take home.

Marvin also talked about his home
having 3 things that we often don’t see
any more in our home – fruit cellar,
coal bin and an octopus furnace.
Dan grew up on Lyon and Mayfield
and told of how the businesses have
changed over time. The location
of New Beginnings restaurant used
to be Mr. Fables. Dan got a job in
the 1960’s at Mr. Fables making
$1.20 per hour. And next door was
a bowling alley named Chase Lanes
and later renamed Michigan Lanes.
The bowling alley is no longer there.

Many thanks to Pastor Elaine May
supporting the neighborhood event
and allowing us to use their facility.
And, a special thanks to those from
Mayfair Church that attended the
Gloria told of moving to her home event.
on Auburn for what seemed an
outrageous price of $26,000 for Thank you to Gloria for organizing
their home. “How were we ever the story telling event!
going to make that payment” she
thought after agreeing to purchase
the home. Moving from Philadelphia she was surprised at the neighborhood block parties being held
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MAYFAIR CHURCH
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1736 Lyon St. NE, Grand Rapids
MI 49503
SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP – 10

am. Currently a series on “Faith”.

SUNDAY EVENINGS – Dinner and

Discussion at 5pm. Food and
materials provided. Choose from
three topics for disculssion: “Live
Justly,” “Supporting Each Other
in Mental Health and Abuse Disorders,” and “Good and Beautiful
God.”
TUESDAY MORNINGS – Communi-

ty Bible Study for men and women; childcare provided. Begins
9:30 am each Tuesday through
Dec. 11.
EXERCISE CLASSES – Body Back,

Fit4Moms, Pilates, and Yoga,
most days, some morning, some
evening. Check for specific info
on Facebook – “mayfairchurchgr”

P.O. BOX 1590 GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501
FULTONHEIGHTS.ORG
FHNA@FULTONHEIGHTS.ORG
NEWSLETTER CIRCULATION: 815
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WINTER PARTY

HEADS UP: VISION
ZERO
ARIELLE LEIPHAM ELLIS

The City Of Grand Rapids has
recently passed a new ordinance that
is in effect. Stop for pedestrians. It’s
the law.
A new ordinance has been passed
in Grand Rapids, and it states: “The
operator of a vehicle shall stop for
a pedestrian crossing the roadway
within any marked crosswalk, or
within any unmarked crosswalk at an
intersection, except at intersections
where the movement of traffic is
being regulated by a police officer or
a traffic control signal; and at such
regulated intersections operators of
vehicles shall stop for all pedestrians
crossing or who have started to cross
the roadway on the “go” or “walk”
signal.”
This simply means, when you
encounter a pedestrian in any
crosswalk (marked or unmarked at an
intersection), you must stop.

As the year winds down and we all
head indoors—look for an invite after
the holidays on the Fulton Heights
Facebook
page
(Facebook.com/
groups/FultonHeights/) and signs in
the neighborhood for a winter sledding
party! We’ll have sledding, hot cocoa,
and hopefully plenty of snow. Dress
warmly, bring a sled and prepare for
fun. Stay tuned for more information
about date and location.

West Michigan’s First Choice for Premium Paint and
Old-Fashioned Service since 1946

Premium Paint!
Paint and Stain Matching!
Benjamin Moore
8 Area Locations
including:

912 E. Fulton St.
616-608-7704
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HILLCREST GARDEN
SHEILA BLACKMAN

It’s wonderful to sense the slow
and steady advance of the seasons
in the garden. We had a very
active season, with gardens full
of vegetables and flowers of all
sorts. As the hours of sunshine
wane and the temperature begins to
fall, some of us are still harvesting
our summer crops, or perhaps just
beginning to harvest crops that
last into the fall and early winter
(kale, carrots, winter squash, leeks).
Please enjoy harvesting from
your plot as long as you want
(I’ve pulled out yummy leeks in
November), but it is time to prepare
your garden for its winter nap:
•

Water will be turned off by
the third week in October;

•

all non-organic material (eg
hoses, tomato cages, lawn
chairs, etc.) needs to be removed
from the gardens in the annually
plowed area by Nov 2, when
we have scheduled our annual
fall clean up at 10:00 AM;

•

consider moving dead plant
material into the compost bins
on the south border of the garden
(please be sure to follow signage
about where to place it). This
material often is infested with the
eggs of the very insects that cause
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outbreaks the following season;
•

This year we are having garden
clean-up day on Nov 2 at 10:00
AM. At this time, volunteers
will do their best to remove as
much non-organic material from
plots so as to lessen our burden
the following spring. Please
consider joining us to volunteer!

Look for changes in the area just
west of the new sign installation.
Beautiful perennials are being
planted in the Kathy Greiner
memorial garden and surroundings.
Not yet a Hillcrest GARDENER?
Then PLEASE join us! You can
apply by completing a “Garden Plot
Rental Application” on the garden

facebook page (Facebook.com/
FHNAhillcrestgarden/) throughout
the winter and early spring.
News for next year – DRAFT
HORSES are on the docket for
plowing next year, thanks to the
West Michigan Draft Horse Club.
SEEDS! SEEDS! SEEDS! In case
you are looking to get a jump on
next year’s planning and planting,
we have a VERY generous donation
of seeds to give away. There
are vegetables and flowers too
numerous to list. These seeds will
be available FREE at the FHNA
neighborhood meeting (Thursday,
Nov 15) and the Hillcrest garden
cleanup day (Nov 2).

P.O. BOX 1590 GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501
FULTONHEIGHTS.ORG
FHNA@FULTONHEIGHTS.ORG
NEWSLETTER CIRCULATION: 815
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FHNA NEIGHBORHOOD
HERO
KEVIN KELLING

Each newsletter, we ask for
nominations for the Neighborhood
Hero award. This award recognizes
Fulton Heights neighbors who
go above and beyond to show
kindness and neighborly behavior.
This issue, Gloria Cangelosi is
the winner of the Fulton Heights
Neighborhood
Association
–
Neighborhood Hero.
Gloria has
recently organized two story telling
nights giving past and current
neighbors the opportunity to
share their stories of living in the
neighborhood. The first event was
held in May in conjunction with the
Story Spinners of Grand Rapids and
with Mayfair Church. The second
event was just held in October.
Gloria is a fantastic neighbor, the
glue that holds us all together.
She is a gifted connector and

HNA

F

O
HER

Do you know a hero?
Nominate them by emailing
FHNA@fultonheights.org

she and Mark are generous
with their home and resources.
Gloria and her husband Mark live
on Auburn Ave and have lived in
the neighborhood for over 40 years.
Gloria is the reason that Auburn Ave
has had 40+ years of block parties.
Gloria kept the block parties alive for
many years until others stepped in
more recently. Gloria recently retired
from being a teacher with GRPS but if
you visit Rylee’s Hardware during the
week, she may be that smiling person
you meet when you walk in the door.

SECOND ANNUAL
FALL DESSERT
CONTEST!
Once again, the FHNA Board is
challenging residents to participate in
our fall dessert contest. Here’s your
chance to wow your fellow Fulton
Heighters with a dessert your family
loves.
Bring your favorite pie, cake, bars,
cookies…simple or elaborate…just
so it’s sweet and home-made…and
enough to share.
Winners will again be selected by an
appointed judge.
You could win bragging rights,
perhaps a prize, but certainly the
joy of putting sweet smiles on your
neighbors faces!

1557 Michigan St. NE, Grand Rapids, MI
Phone 616-729-9303
$10.00 Haircuts for Men and Boys
Over 65 years experience.
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MAKING HEADWAY ON
THE HILLCREST
GARDEN SIGN
KAYLA DOMEYER

The Hillcrest Garden Sign has made
great strides in 2018. We completed
our fundraising, due in large part to a
donation from Mayfair Church. Then,
thanks to the tireless work of the
volunteers who spent some of their
summer days weeding the Garden
Sign area, removing weed blocking

carpet, and then wrapping the area in
plastic, the Garden Sign construction
began in July.
The base of the sign is made entirely
of cedar and other non-chemically
treated materials and boasts two
planters for decorative annuals once
the sign is up.
The area around the sign was cleared
and prepared for planting, which will
happen this fall if weather is favorable,
or in the spring if not.

ESTIMATION OF FINISHED SIGN
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The large sign itself will be re-vinyled
in the coming months, and dedication
plaques will be ordered and produced
for all who donated either to the first
fundraising campaign or the second.
Finally, FHNA hopes to host a
dedication party for the sign, with
coordination from the Hillcrest
Garden members, Mayfair Church,
and Fulton Heights neighbors. More
details on the date of that event will be
provided in the Spring Newsletter and
Membership Meeting.

Concept Rendering
Not Final Design

P.O. BOX 1590 GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501
FULTONHEIGHTS.ORG
FHNA@FULTONHEIGHTS.ORG
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MICHIGAN STREET
SIGNAL
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED ON
GRANDRAPIDSMI.GOV

Drivers and cyclists traveling Michigan
Street NE encounter a new signal
marking a busy Medical Mile pedestrian
crossing. The new signal – also known as
a pedestrian hybrid beacon – will assist
pedestrians crossing Michigan Street
near Baynton Avenue. The signal is the
first of its kind in Grand Rapids.
According to Josh Naramore, the
City’s Mobile GR and Parking Services
manager, the pedestrian signal is different
than a standard traffic signal. It remains
dark unless activated by a person who
wants to cross Michigan Street. The
lights on the pedestrian signal become
active when someone pushes the call
button on either side of Michigan Street.
The new pedestrian signal creates an
enhanced location for people to cross
Michigan Street between the traffic
signals at Fuller and Plymouth Avenues.
The City anticipates an increase in people
crossing at this location due to the recent
bus Route 19 implementation.
In August, City leaders kicked off a threeyear pilot program partnership with The
Rapid and Spectrum Health. The Route
19 program improves bus service by
offering fare-free rides to help reduce
traffic and ease parking congestion along
the Michigan Street corridor.
“The new Route 19 provides more travel

THE PEDESTRIAN CROSSING WORKS LIKE THIS:
1) The light first flashes yellow and then changes to solid
yellow before changing to solid red.
2) People driving and bicycling on Michigan Street must
follow the yellow caution and then solid red lights in
the same manner as any other traffic signal.
3) Yellow means prepare to stop. Solid red means one
must come to a complete stop.
4) After stopping for the solid red light, the red lights
will begin flashing. People driving and bicycling may
proceed through the crossing when the red lights begin
flashing and the crosswalk is clear of pedestrians.
5) People who want to cross Michigan Street should press
the pedestrian call button and then wait until the sign
displays the white “WALK” signal. Pedestrians then
cross like they would at a regular traffic signal.
6) The countdown pedestrian signal will let people crossing the street on foot know how many seconds they
have left before the crossing phase is over.
options along the congested Michigan
Street corridor,” Naramore said. “The
service allows people to use more cost
effective outlying park-and-ride lots.
With the expected increase in transit
use, we also anticipate more pedestrian
crossings, especially on Michigan
between Plymouth and Fuller. So City
staff looked to this innovative crossing
treatment to support the increased
transit and pedestrian activity.”
While this type of signal is new to
Grand Rapids, they have been used
across the country in recent years.
The lights enhance crossing locations
on wider roads with high pedestrian
crossing activity, heavier traffic

volumes and higher travel speeds.
Naramore said Michigan Street was
a good location to install a pedestrian
hybrid beacon.
“This type of signal is only
appropriate in locations that meet
certain requirements. This crossing
is one of those locations due to
its width, vehicle travel speeds,
projected pedestrian activity and
distance from other signalized street
crossing locations,” he said. “We
look forward to studying its use here
as we work to improve transportation
safety and mobility in Grand Rapids.”
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FHNA FALL WORD SEARCH

GOT AN IDEA FOR A GREAT CROSSWORD CLUE? HOW ABOUT A GREAT WORD SEARCH WORD?
SEND SUGGESTIONS TO FHNA@FULTONHEIGHTS.ORG.

AIRAVATA
ASHARDALON
ASLAN
BUCKTHORN
BUTTERCUP
CHESHIRE CAT
CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG
CORDUROY
CURIOUS GEORGE
DANNFLOWER REGUBA
FERDINAND THE BULL
HEDWIG
KITSA
LULU WIBBLEWOBBLE
MERRYLEGS
PADDINGTON BEAR
PANTALAIMON
POKY LITTLE PUPPY
PONGO AND PERDITA
QITHENTIS THE LUSTROUS
REEPICHEEP
RIKKI TIKKI TAVI
SQUIRREL NUTKIN
STELLALUNA
WILBUR
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BECOME AN FHNA MEMBER TODAY!
Are you a member of the Fulton Heights
Neighborhood association? We are always welcoming
new neighbors into our ranks! Simply fill out the
application below! Contact FHNA@fultonheights.org
for more details.
BENEFITS OF YOUR FHNA MEMBERSHIP:
• Neighborhood Newsletters and special meeting
fliers delivered to your door.
• Bi-annual Membership Meetings.
• Neighborhood Garage Sale with
Advertisement Signs.

• Access to our Beautiful 5-Acre Community Garden
on Lyon Street.
• Access to Dumpster Days.
• Neighborhood Block Captains on every street —
Safety First!
• A Website and Facebook page.
• Summer Picnic filled with fun for all ages to enjoy!
• Neighborhood Signs to border and showcase the
Fulton Heights Community.
Search Fulton Heights
on Facebook!

Visit us on fultonheights.org!

Neighborhood Association
NAME
STREET ADDRESS
PHONE
EMAIL

MEMBERSHIP TYPE:
Select One

Family/Household $8
Seniors/Singles/Students $5

OPTIONAL DONATION:

All donations to FHNA are tax deductible.

VOLUNTEERING AND INTERESTS

Please let us know if you are interested in volunteering for FHNA,
or if you’d like to be contacted with information about one of our
programs.

Volunteer to Assist with Newsletter delivery
Volunteer on the Annual Picnic Committee
Volunteer with other FHNA projects
Learn more about becomming a block captain
Learn more about gardening at Hillcrest Gardens.

FHNA General Fund $
Hillcrest Gardens Enhancement project $
FHNA Perimeter Street Sign project $

TOTAL ENCLOSED $

.

Make Checks Payable to “FHNA”. Drop off or mail to
PO Box 1590, Grand Rapids, MI 49501
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parks
community
restaurants

beer

Art
schools

PEOPLE.

dogs

TREES
Gardens
Downtown Market

museums

Ty VanWingen, REALTOR, Associate Broker | 616.430.5104 | tyvanwingen@grar.com

